**January** - First month of the year; perfect time to start all over again; changing energies and deserting old moods. Celebrations need no Reason- But when it is the beginning of a year we all have a reason to smile and celebrate!!

“Happy New Year” Vedavyasa Institute of Technology teachers...the pillars of this Institute in celebration mood.

---

**ACTIVITIES BY INSTITUTE INNOVATIVE COUNCIL (IIC)**

MIC organized a MIC Driven Activity –

Day 1-Inauguration of e-Symposium on Building Innovation and Entrepreneurial Ecosystem in Educational Institutions on 11th Jan 2022 at 10.30 am as a part of National Innovation Week’, Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav (AKAM) celebration.

(Day 2) - e-Symposium on Building Innovation and Entrepreneurial Ecosystem in Educational Institutions on 12th Jan 2022

"Workshop on Entrepreneurship Skill, Attitude and Behaviour Development" IIC 4 EVENT was held on 18.01.22.

An orientation session on Institution Innovation Council (IIC) 4.0 had been held on 24th Jan 2022 @ 2:30 pm which was attended by Faculty & Students of VVIT in online mode

Zone-wise Q&A session for all IIC members was hosted by MOE Innovation Cell on 27th Jan 2022 at 10:30 am. The session was conducted in online mode on Webex for an hour
**PONGAL CELEBRATIONS 2022**

Mattu Pongal (Cow Pongal) Celebrations at Vedavyasa Farms on 14.01.2022. This celebration is a thanks giving celebration to the Cows and Bulls who helped mankind in Agriculture and other aspects of domestic life.

**ACTIVITIES BY NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME**

DONATE BLOOD SAVE LIVES.
As a part of nss activity, unit 601 of vedavyasa institute of technology, an awareness class was organized on "**BLOOD DONATION**" on 12th Jan 10a.m.by the resource person: ARUN MANJERI (BDK ERANAD CO-ORDINATOR)

---

**TECHTALK SERIES BY FACULTIES**

On Jan 5th **Mr Binoy P** Assistant professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering presented a 103rd Techtalk on topic "**Low Temperature Thermal Desalination (LTTD)**"

On Jan 12th **Ms Ranjana.C** Assistant Professor, Department Of Computer Science & Engineering presented a 104th Techtalk on topic "**Quantum Computing**"

On Jan 19th **Ms Saranya Sreedharan V** Assistant Professor, Department of science and humanities presented a 105th Techtalk on topic "**Exciting Facts about Mathematics**",

On Jan 26th **Ms Ashitha.T** Assistant Professor of Electronics Engineering, Department of Science & Humanities presented a 106th Techtalk on topic: "**Micro Wind Turbine Technology**"

---

Industrial visit by S3 & S5 Students of CSE Department to BSNL OCB Telephone Exchange @Manjeri on 13 January 2022.
Special thanks to BSNL, Manjeri for providing this opportunity to gain insights into telecommunications.
ACTIVITIES BY 2021 BATCH STUDENTS

SATURDAY SERIES BY STUDENTS

Series by 2021 admission BTech Students!!!!
Let’s inspire Let’s Grow #rejuvenatingclub by First year Students
On Jan 1st, 16th video series uploaded by Muhammed Feros Fazaludheen, S1 CSE, on topic "5G"
On Jan 7th, 17th video series uploaded by Sreya R, S1 CE, on topic "Self Healing Concrete"
On Jan 15th, 18th video series uploaded by Abhinand S, S1 CSE, on topic "Working of solar light"
On Jan 23rd, 19th video series uploaded by Anurag K V, S1 ME, on topic "Different types of steering systems"
On Jan 29th, 20th video series uploaded by Adithya T, S1 CE, on topic "Kinetic Road"

ACTIVITIES BY PROFESSIONAL BODIES

"Make IT Bloom"-Department of CSE in association with ACM conducted a Distinguished Speaker Program(DSP) on the topic “Spill the beans: Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) & Deep Learning (DL)” on 4th Jan 22, 11:30 AM - 12:30PM. Speaker: Dr. Aswani Kumar Cherukuri (ACM Distinguished Speaker, VIT Vellore)

Webinar session “Cybersecurity Awareness and Opportunities” Organised by VVIT CSE Department & CySI VVIT in association with RedTeam Hacker Academy on 21 JAN 22, 6:00PM IST Speaker: Mr. Sachin Jose (Sr. Cybersecurity Instructor at RedTeam Hacker Academy)
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Dept. of Mechanical Engineering in association with Indian Welding Society student’s forum organized a webinar on 29th Jan 22 on “New Welding Technology Trends for 2022 and beyond” Resource Person- Mr. Vinoth Kanna – Associate Professor of ME Dept.VVIT.

Department of Mechanical Engineering in association with Indian Welding Society student’s forum had organized a webinar on “Advancements in Welding Technology” Resource Person: Mr. Vinoth Kanna – Associate Professor of ME dept VVIT on 31.01.2022 @ 11.00 AM. Session was attended by Students and Faculties of Mech Department.